DESIGN

TAKING THE
VILLA CUE
A luminous home that flows by the sea to wrap you in an
architectural vision–Ron Shaw’s designer eye for island elegance
is evident once again in villa Cascade.
By: E.J. Webber

C

ompleted in 2015 by Caribbean World
Magazine’s Best Design Company of
the year, R.A. Shaw Designs, Cascade is
an architectural gem; a shimmering white villa
in a paradise of white sands, turquoise sea, and
tropical flora and fauna. Beginning with the
home’s three levels the beach level suites, followed
by two more living levels, each is more appealing
to the discriminating eye than the other.
The outdoor environment and the natural beauty
of the island was the key element in what drove
designer and builder Ron Shaw to create Cascade.
“The design criteria dictated by the owners
was a six bedroom short term rental villa. I
learned early that giving all bedrooms a similar
orientation, detail, and vista makes renters very
happy. At Cascade no one argues about who gets
the better accommodation; all bedrooms have the
same appeal.”

Shaw also spoke to us about the name of the
villa…Cascade. A 9,287 sq. ft. villa designed to
transit through 35 feet vertically runs the risk of
a cumbersome experience -going from room to
beach level suits and up again to the kitchen and
living rooms at the top level. “What I had to do
was to entertain through architecture. Thus, the
top stairwell actually goes under the upper level
pool. An infinity edge at the pool completely
surrounds the stairwell allowing water to ‘cascade’
down into the stairwell that ends at the pool on
the lower level,” explains Shaw. Large stepped
planters on both sides ornamented with brilliant
bougainvillea make winding to the lower levels
wonderfully appealing.
There are three pools, the upper one cantilevers
down over the lower one on the next level
down. The infinity wall stretching the length
of the pool allows water to again cascade down

into the lower pool. A swim-up bar for adults
to enjoy and a wading pool area is perfect for
children. There are six bedrooms – each level
has two bedrooms with outdoor showers and
baths and private terraces with incredible ocean
views. The uppermost level bedrooms include
en-suite outdoor showers with the addition
of tubs.
The modern chef ’s kitchen, with an additional
outdoor grill and wet-bar, allows for dining
indoors or al fresco with seating for 12. The
magnificent outdoor decks were designed to be
larger than the interior floor area; amazingly, all
decks are actually roofs of the floor below and are
elevated high above grade. Instead of traditional
style picket railings, the architect decided to
surround the edge spaces with low-level planters
to once again bring nature back into the design
concept.

The design goal of making the indoors and
outdoors merge as seamlessly as possible has
certainly been achieved. The attention to detail is
remarkable, and even the beach deck enjoys a fire
pit, that in the evenings adds to the magic of the
blending of flames, ocean, and “cascading” stars.
For more information on building the perfect villa
in Turks & Caicos Islands contact:
Ron Shaw Designs
Telephone: 1-649-941-4394
Mobile: 1-649-232-3456
US: 1-786-866-9479
Email: info@rashawdesigns.com
Cascade is currently available for rent.
For current availability contact: TC Villas
www.tcvillas.com/prop/cascade
Tel: (404) 467 4858
Email: info@tcvillas.com

